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The Injustice Satellite/Finale
1 Overview

Maxwell, Lily and the Justice League arrive onto The Injustice Satellite/Brainiac Ship through a small ventilation port at the side of the ship.
Upon entering, Cyborg immediately becomes susceptible to the electronics inside Brainiacs ship. They begin to play havoc with his systems and
becomes violent. Green Lantern creates a Cage, locking Cyborg within and Maxwell creates an aluminum hat to block out the waves. Back to
normal, he opts to stay behind with Lily to protect her and help her setup secure communications between the JLA members while on the ship.
Superman, intent on taking down Brainiac ‐ rushes off, destroying an interior wall leading inside the ship. Alarms sound and the ship is alerted
to their presence. Batman orders Maxwell, Flash, Lantern and Aquaman to work together and find the source of the clones while he and
Wonder Woman head after Superman. After he leaves, Flash and Lantern give each other a nod and agree to split up in spite of Batman's
orders. Aquaman pleas for them to stick together ‐ but they ignore him and he and Maxwell are left on their own.
The two head into the next room when The Ocean Master attacks. Maxwell and Aquaman work together and defeat him. While Aquaman
stays with the defeated Ocean Master, Maxwell heads forward and see's Wonder Woman and Batman attempting to open up the door to the
Main Control Room where Superman has been locked inside. As Batman gets it open, Cheetah attacks. Wonder Woman springs into action
just as Batman gets through to the Control Room ‐ the door shuts behind him. Maxwell and Wonder Woman are able to suppress Cheetah and
Wonder Woman opts to stay behind to attempt to reopen the main door as Maxwell takes an alternate route through the bowels/ventilation
shafts. This winds up leading him to find Flash attempting defeat Professor Zoom. Once again, Maxwell saves the day and then heads onward
to find Lantern fighting against Atrocitus ‐ during this fight Maxwell will summon the help of various Lanterns to help take down the leader of
the Red Lantern Corps.
Once he's Atrocitus is defeated, Maxwell finds a trap door leading into a conveyor belt filled with bottles of various super villain clones. As the
belt ends ‐ they get picked up by claws on a conveyor one by one, Maxwell jumps off and lands next to Batman... which may not have been
such a great idea considering he's standing before Solomun Grundy. He was cut off from Superman after Wonder Woman was attacked by
Cheetah and has been staying alive ever since. Maxwell and Batman fight against Grundy and end up defeating him on Sunday. In defeat he
destroys the final doorway leading into the Main Chamber. The massive circular room contains various conveyor belts and claws holding
bottled villains from all of the DC Universe. Superman stands in the center before a massive control station where Brainiac sits alongside Ra's
Al Ghul. Next to them, a bottle ‐ this one, however, is not filled with villain clones; simply Doppleganger. Turns out he was using Doppleganger
all along to amass an army of super villains capable of destroying any hero he comes across. Brainiac had sent Doppleganger into the
Watchtower in order to get caught ‐ allowing him access to the Watchtowers network of teleporters and criminal locations.
Superman and Batman are forced to battle various waves of clones from their respective universes. Maxwell must assist in defeating them by
finding a common element between the two pairs and spawn something the two heroes can use to destroy them1. Once three waves are
defeated, Ra's Al Ghul steps down and Maxwell must help Batman defeat Ra's in order to save Batgirl ‐ who sits high above in a bottle. Once
defeated, the bottle drops‐ Maxwell spawns a fluffy pillow just in time to save it from shattering and killing her.
Next, Superman and Maxwell battle Brainiac and defeat him releasing the Doppleganger. Still empowered ‐ the dark energy knocks Superman
and Batman back. Only Maxwell can get through ‐ in spite of Batman's warning, Maxwell makes it to Doppleganger and enters his psyche.
Once saved, he returns back to the ship to find the JLA greeting him with cheers of success.
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1.1 Cast of Characters

















Maxwell
Superman
Batman
Wonder Woman
Green Lantern
Flash
Aquaman
Cyborg
Solomun Grundy
The Ocean Master
Professor Zoom
Atrocitus
Cheetah
Ra's Al Ghul
Brainiac
Doppleganger

1.2 Bottled Villains




Superman
o Bizarro
o Darkseid
o Doomsday
o Parasite
o Metallo
o Imperiex
o Lobo
o Dominus
o Mongul
o Massacre
Batman
o Riddler
o Penguin
o Clayface
o Poison Ivy
o Mr. Freeze
o Victor Zsasz
o Scarecrow
o Killer Croc
o Two‐Face
o Bane

1.3 Memorable Moments




Did you see the cast of characters?
Find out where Batgirl has been.
Imagine anything. Save everything!
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